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This is a proposal to continue geological, seismological,
tectonic and geochemical studles of the seismotectonLc and
geologic setting of the Hevada Nuclear Waste Storage
at Yucca Hountain, Nevada.
Project (INWSI)
Investlgati..
Review and
ted research Is currently being conducted by
faculty at
ackay School of Mines and Nevada Bureau of Hines
-a Unlvesity of Nevada in Reno.(UNR). The work
and eolog>
is being c
-.4ed by the Centerf£or Neotectonic
tudies, and
SELLdIzkbk che several Prlncipal:Znvestigators_ ThA wor*-is

dIJLd44.4nto)Tasks ELhat nrc Ja~4iat-iecrbE7lnthe
..
following vrooos-l. tn ahv=-',--- -

be 4 carr ed-out-by'the- Princtpal
Eil.
andevaluaU~nsthe
levstigat-oc as listed below:
Tsk lt John Bell, AssocLate Engineering Geologist, Nevada
Bureau of Hinen and Ceology, for the Quaternary Geology and

Actlve

algeca:s.f',
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Task22 Frank Dickson,
Ceochemical Assessments.

Professor of Geochemistry,

for

Task
Donald Noble and Lawrence Larson, Professors of
Ii rd dtratigrapny,
Geology, for *
's
hesmKinttllk
I
d lnqi~olX
fA ta
-nMEps
A
sKment!h,
-- sk4sames Erune, Director of the State Seismological
Laboratory) Edward J. Corbett, Research Selsmologlsti William
Peppin, Research Seismologist; Keith Priestley, Associate
Professor of Geology and Research Seismologist; and Ute Vtter,

Research Seismologist, for Seismological
R;viwofa
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Task-5:

Richard Schwelckert, Professor of Geology

Task 6s

James Taranik, Professor of Geology, for Remote

Sensing Assessments.
lask 7: Robert.Watters, Professor of Geological
Engineering, and James Carr, Associate Professor of Geo ogical
Engineering, for Gectechnical and Rock Mass Assessmenty.
The Primary purpose of the proposed work is to review data
submitted from a variety of government agencies, consultants, and
other researchers. The revlew includes collection of
confirmatory and verification data and assessment of the research
needed to fill essential gaps. The review will provide an
Independent assessment for the NWPO tha: will be focussed on
technical evaluations.
The goal of our study Is to. evaluate the eismotectonlc
stability and geologic suitability, and mineral resource and
geochemical and gootechnical asse3sments of the proposed
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repository. This study excludes: the hydrological tudies, which
will be evaluated by the Deserty.Research Institute. The review
includes collation of data to-establlsh maximum or maximum
credible earthquake values.for each.of the main active faults or
seismotectonic structuzesihaving a bearlng on the repository
site.' The regional effort will'beto determine the presence or
absence of detachment and lstzrl--'faults, domains of tilted fault
blocks, depths and character oftposs~ble.detachment and listric
structures, and interrelationships.of the Walker Lane and Las
Vegas shear zones to the Basin and Rangq faults. The faults will
be evaluated to determine the sense of.displacement, activity,
nterval'sand interrelationships of focal
appropriate recurrence
mechanisms, direct stress measurementsand geodetic changes.
Low-sun angle aerial photographs,: radar and Thematic apper
imagery, and all types of available aerial photography will be
interpreted for a synoptic analysis.
The analysis will Include compilation of all relevant
geological, seismological, and tectonic literature, analysis of
various types of imagery, preparation of fault and lineament
maps and evaluation of analyses that have been made for the site
and adjoining region. The field 'work will include examination of
geologic, fault and geomorphic'features. Review will Include
site visits to examine.exploratosy trenches, drill core, geologic
maps, geophysical and geochronologic interpretatlons, make
hydrothernal and mineral assessments and participate in meetings,
workshops, and conferences.. Field work wll be mainly for
general or synoptic evaluations of major geologic units,
structures, geomorphlc features, :exploratory trenches and
geochemlcal and geophysical characteristics.
The scope of the.general part of the proposed work is to
provide a complete library of-essential publications, aerial
photographs, and make avaLlable'-for the various Task staffs
general Information that is needed for the geologic, selsmologic,
and remote sensing studies of the site and adjoining area. Any
research objectives for various Tasks are ncluded in the seven
Tasks.
The Center for Neotectonic Studies will provide a general
umbrella for contact and lason, and will coordinate the
activities of each Task group to assure that all deadlines and
responsibilities are met. The detailed Inve3tigations will be
semi-independent for each Task and each Task group has its own
assigned scope of work and will meet any deadlines or milestones
that are designated for each Task or Subtask. The general budget
of the Center for Neotectonic Studles will provide management
services for each of.the various Tasks.
The budget estimates are for the first one year extension,
from January 1, 1987 to:December 31, 1987. The scope of the work
can be ncreased by assignment of supplemental Tasks or Subtasks.
Individual Task reports and reviews will be made by each
Task leader and will be submitted by the Center for Neotectonic
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Studies to Mr. Carl Johnson, Mevada Nuclear Waste Project Office.
Each individual on the project will submlt trip and progress
reports for quarterly deadlines. Work to be accomplished after
December 31, 1987 will be authorized on future contracts to
extend the review process.e
The general products to be delivered will include technical
documents to be reviewed as, needed and,-technical status reports
by dscipline that will assess the'.current state of knowledge in
each subject area. These will be'summarized in the final report,
to be submitted at the and of December, l987.
Invoicing will be on a quarterly basis:wlth one-fourth of
the fixed contract financing due on the following dates: March
31, 1987; June 30, 1987; September.30, 1987; and the remaining
one-quarter to be paid by the state on December 31, 1987. 1A
progress report from each Task is due-for each quarter: January 1
- March 31, 1987; April 1 - June .30, 1987; July 1 - September 30,
1987; and a final report is to be-prepared after December 31
Each report is to be completed within a month of these
1987.
four dates.
The contract will be for a-fixed amount, with the estimated
budget for each Task and the general contract indicated within
the appropriate sections of the proposal.
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_5HMMED GENERAL BUDGET, 3ANUARY 1, TO DECEHBER 32*, 1987
Rersonnel

:

-

-

David B. Slemmons, Director, Center for
Iteotectonic Studies,
*

eg
Post-doctoral staff member iwN eotecnl
li-'
for management o44

n.c.
0Lv.'ke "'tC
$15,000

Ron-orofessional Staff
One Graduate Research Assistant, balf-time
during the academic year.and full-tlme .
for twot.a S.tremonthst (9-months B $750
and 3 months @ £1500), budgeted amount
assumes the RA vill start In the fall
Student Hourly Assistants, including drafting,
computer, and geologic analys, and other
assistance, 2400 hours,^estimated wage
7.00/hr.
at

1A,

$11,200

22,500

Non-professional Labor Subtotal'.::
Pringe Benefits, Q 1.2 percent

$48,700

Non-professional Labor plus benefits

$49,284

Secretary# full-time, l7hrs/mo
211"hrs/yr.: estimated $7.00/hr
20 percent
Fringe Benelits,

$14,784
t2,957

Total Secretarial plus benefits

$17,741

Total Salaries

867,025

$584

Materialg-and-ServicesB
Supplies and Services: including cost of
publications, lIbrary searches, postage,
general supplies, etc.
.Imagery, photo-enlargements, maps,-etc.
Copying and communication charges

$15,000
$800
$4,400

Stipends
Tuition fees,

$2,000

42/c:edit, 40 credits

Computer time, 8 hours, 6 $50/hr

$,680
$400

Software

$, 000

Visiting Lectuters

$3,000
;.

I
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Materials and Services Subtotal

$28,280

Per diem, 90 days, estimated $50/day

$4,500

University vehicles, personal, or rental
car, estimated 90 days'-.
30/day

$2,700

Ar travel or equivalent cost.
10 trips to Las Vegai,-£150/trip
3 trips to Menlo Park,
$150/trip
3 trips to Denver, Q 300/trip
2 trips to national meeting, including
GSA, AGU .etc., S £500/trip
1 trip - Rome to Reno (VLttori) for
stress fracture study
Travel Subtotal

S1,200

$107,555

indirect Costs
Q 27 percent of Direct Costs
less tuition (107,555, - £2,520.
$105,035 * 0.27)

$28,359

.-.

Miscellaneous, Including a:PC AT Compatible
and laptop computer, storage cabinets,
file cabinets, etc.:One fully-equipped, four-wheel drive,
8 passenger carryall, with winch
io

$1,000

£12,250

Direct Costs Subtotal

Eculoment

£1,500
$450
£900

S6, 000

$19,000

ment Subtotal

25,000

Total Cost for January 1.1987 to December 31.

6

1987

$160,914

TASK.
QUATERNARY GEOLOGY AND ACTIVE FAULTING
AT AND NEAR YUCCA MOUNTAIN

A Review and Research Proposal
January 1 to December 31, 1987
Principal Investigators John W. Bell
Nevada Bureau of. Mines and Geology
BACKGROUND

A review of the Department of Energy's May 1986
Environmental Assessment EA) and the available data studied
under the present 6-month contract indicates that faults at and
near Yucca Mountain are substantially more active than previously
recognized. Present evidence indicates that faults within Yucca
Mountain should be considered active, and that at least one fault
(the Windy Wash fault) has had recurrent Quaternary movement with
the last offset occurring less than 6,000 years ago (EA, p. 6274). In addition, field reconnaissance by the Principal
Investigator suggests that similar young displacements may be
present on the Solitario Canyon and Bow Ridge faults. Unmapped
Quaternary scarps were also found during the field review along
the southern extension of the-Solitario Canyon fault, and an
examination of U.S. Geological Survey aerial photography shows
numerous northwest-trending lineaments with possible structuraltectonic significance.
These recent developments clearly demonstrate the necessity
for additional detailed studies to delineate and date Quaternary
faults at Yucca Mountain. The lack of prior detection of faults
in the area can in large part be attributed to incomplete and
inappropriate aerial photographic coverage. The newly discovered
offsets on the Windy Wash fault are small (<30 cm) and are
difficult to distinguish on the standard aerial mapping
photography (1:24,000 scale and smaller) used by Swadley and
others (1984). The detection of the faults was primarily due to
additional detailed trench logging of the Windy Wash faults and
to new stratigraphic nterpretations by the U.S. Geological
Survey. The new, young reported ages for faulting (which
significantly contradict the earlier work) are based on new
geomorphic data and new radiometric age-dating techniques. In
particular,.thermoluminescence, uranium-thorium, and rock varnish
dating of faulted alluvium now allows a greater refinement of
late Quaternary stratigraphic relationships (Harrington and
Whitney, in press; Rosholt and others, 1985; Whitney and others,
1986).
In order to probabilistically assess the earthquake hazard
at Yucca Mountain during the 100 year and the 10,000 year

preclosure and post-closure periods, respectively, it a
necessary to reasonably well constrain the location, age, and
recency of all faulting. This requires adequate multi-format
photographic coverage coupled with a thorough evaluation of the
age controls used to establish the age of the faulting. To date,
no low-sun-angle aerial photography has been flown over Yucca
Mountain, although it was previously recommended by the State and
is now recognized as a necessary investigative tool EA, p. 6280). The stratigraphic and age-dating controls remain
controversial. The work done by Whitney and others (1986) shows
that the Quaternary stratigraphic relationships at Yucca Mountain
are more complex than previously recognized, and the validity of
the thermoluminescence, uranium-trend, and rock varnish dates
are being questioned (R. Dorn, 1986 written communications
Dudley, 1985). Consequently, it is imperative for the State to
begin to evaluate these age controls now, at least in a
preliminary fashion.
OBJECTIVE
In order for the State of Nevada to independently assess the
probability that tectonic processes may lead to a loss of waste
isolation during the next 10,000 years, the Nevada Bureau of
Mines and Geology proposes the following 12 month review and
research program. As during the present 6 month program, the
scope of work will be two-fold: 1) review, examine, and refine
the available Quaternary geologic data, and 2) investigate the
existence of other undetected fault scarps through the use of
low-sun-angle aerial photography.
The analysis of the Quaternary geologic data will include
continued compilation and assessment of U.S. Geological Survey
data, and will also include supplementary research to expand the
level of stratigraphic control. We propose to enhance the data
base by using detailed soils and a1luvial-geomorphic transects
together with alternate dating techniques. The potential for
additional active faults will be assessed by utilizing low-sunangle aerial photography to be flown over Yucca Mountain. A core
area (figure 1) will be flown at 12i,000 scale under both early
morning and late afternoon conditions. The photographic coverage
will focus on the major faults within and bounding Yucca
Mountain: the Paintbrush Canyon, Bow Ridge, Ghostdance, Solitarlo
Canyon, Windy Wash, and Yucca Wash faults.
PROPOSED 12-MONTH PROGRAM
I. Quaternary Geology
1. Review and monitor site characterization activities
conducted by the U.S. Geological Survey and others.
2. Verify stratigraphic controls and relationships through
field reconnaissance.

3. Supplement the soils/geomorphic data base through the use
of selected transects. A portable auger drill rig or
backhoe will be used to investigate the
distribution of soils and related surflcial deposits
along transects across: alluvial-geomorphic surfaces.
These studies will be conducted with the technical
support of Fred F. Peterson-.University of
?evada- Reno, an expert in desert soils and
'
geomorphology.
4. Verify and supplement the Quaternary radiometric age
control through the use of outside experts, most of whom
are the only specialists in these' fields outside of the
U.S.G.S.
a. Rock varnish dating techniques will be'reviewed and
new rock varnish-dates will be done by Ronald I.
Dorn, Texas Tech University. This will include the
calibration ofva correction curve specifically for
use at Yucca Mountain, accomplished through
radiocarbon dating of the varnish, a new and
previously unused technique.
b. Uranium-trend dates will be reviewed and
new uranium-serles'dates will be done by Teh-Lung
Ku, University o'Siouthern California.
c. Thermoluminescence dates will be reviewed'and new
dates will be run on selected samples located during
the soils-geomorphic transect study.
d. Paleoclimate data will-be reviewed and supplementary
packrat midden dates will be provided by Robert
Thompson, Brown University.
II.

Active Faulting
1. Review and monitor site characterization activities by
the U.S. Geological Survey and others.
2. Fly low-sun-angle 1:12,#0G-scale aerial photography over
Yucca ountain, under subcontract to Great Basin Aerial
Surveys, Reno# Nevada (see figure 1).
3. Analyze aerial photography, focussing on evidence for
unmapped scarps and lineaments.
4. Conduct field reconnaissance of faults and related
existing U.S.G.S. trenches.
5. Continue evaluation of recurrent faulting through
additional trenching of the Cedar Mountain faults which
ruptured during a large-nagnitude M7.3) earthquake in
1932. These right-oblique-slip faults are analogous
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structural-tectonic features relative to Yucca
Mountain, and they are also being studied by the U.S.G.S.
as part of the Yucca Mountain projece Reconnaissance
trenching was conducted in September, 1986 by the
Principal Investigator.
POSSIBLE INTERFERENCE WITH DOE ACTIVITIES
No direct interference is anticipated. However, air space
clearance will be required for the portions of'the Yucca Mountain
area within Nevada Test Site and Nellis Bombing Range when the
low-sun-angle aerial photography is flown.

REFERENCES CITED

Dudley, W.W., Jr., 1985, Letter from W.W. Dudley (USGS) to D.L.
Vieth WMPO), October 31, 1985, regarding status of on-going
tectonic studies.
Harrington, C.D., and Whitney, J.W., in press, The scanningelectron-microscope method for rock varnish dating.
Rosholt, J.N., Bush, C.A., Carr, W.J., Hoover, D.L., Swadley,
W.C., and Dooley, J.R., Jr., 1985, Uranium-trend dating of
Quaternary deposits in the Nevada Test Site area, Nevada and
California: U.S. Geological Survey Open-file Report 85-540,
37 p.
Swadley, W.C., Hoover, D.L., and Rosholt, J.N.', 1984, Preliminary
report on late Cenozoic faulting and stratigraphy in the
vicinity of Yucca Mountain, Nye County, Nevada: U.S.
Geological Survey Open-file Report' 84-788, 42 p.
Whitney, J.W., Shroba, R.R., Inonds, F.W., and Harding, S.T.,
1986, Recurrent Quaternary movement on the Windy Wash fault,
Nye County, Nevada: Geological Society of America Abstracts
with Program (in press).
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Personnel
Cost
John W. Bell, Engineering Geologist
6 months $3174/mo.

19,044

Craig M. dePolo, Research Associate
12 months $2500/mo.

30,000

Research Associate, to be named
12 months 0S2500/mo.

30,00

Professional fringe benefits (U

11,57

Student labor
720 hours
1.2% NIC

6,912
$9.60/hr
83

Drafting/Secretarial
320 hours $8/hr

2,560

Consultants
Soils

'15,00
30 days

$500/day

kJC Rock varnish

5,00

10 days @S00/day

Uranium/thorium
10 days S500/day

5,000

Thermoluminescence

S,000

10 days

6S500/day

Paleoclimate
10 days @S500/day

5,000

10% travel

3,500

S

S~

S;.
... '

Equipment and Supplies

f%y

Low-sun-angle photography

25,000

Existing aerial photography

10,000

Trenching (Cedar Mt. faults)
100 hourse$SO/hr

5,000

Reports and maps

1,000

Stereoscope

2,00-

Drill rig or.truck-mounted backhoe
(Yucca Mt. transects)

-

4,000

1,00

Camera equipment
Microcomputer, software, accessories
Digitizing tablet

-

,800
5,000

Age dates
Rock varnish
C14 and cation ratio calibration .14,500
10 cation ratio dates.@S500/sample.5,000
Thermoluminescence
5 dates e$450/sample

2,250I

Uranium/thorium
10 dates $600/sample.

6,000

C14

/

I
10 dates 6250/sample

2,saa

Drafting supplies
12 months OSlO0/mo.

1,200

Field supplies
12 months e$100/mo.

1,200

Office supplies
12 months @o00/mo.

1,200

Xerox, phone, postage
12 months 6S100/mo.

1,200

..
*

-77.

Travel

n-state

University of evada vehicle
12 months e$150/mo.
30,000 miles e$0.25/mi.
Per diem.
120 days

1,800
7,500
5,700

$47.50/day

6 rt. to Las Vegas Q$150

900

Travel Out-of-state
1 r.t. to professional meeting

S00

meeting costs
5 days per diem Q$75/day

800
375

4 rt. to Denver @S300
20 days per diem $75/day

1,200

Rental car
20 days

600

1, 50

G$30/day
ESTIMATED DIRECT COST

S297,6S1

INDIRECT COST (27% of all
direct costs except
equipment)
TOTAL ESTIMATED COST

Submitted by:

$63,688

$361,369

Approved by:
~..a.

John W. Bell
Engineering Geologist

oih41i
3Talon
Evans Wcia&t
e G e"k l o i
D irector/State Geologist
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GCHGL ASSESScs

F. W. Dickson, Principal Investigator
Introduction:
, geochemical assessents are required as part of
1y randate fm
for proposed nuclear waste storage sites. DOE has
procedure
licensing
the
kinds of geochenical research as part of the
various
in
accordingly engaged
evaluation of the Yucca Muntain site, done nstly at national laboratories
(Los Alaros and Livexrroe), by the U.S.G.S., and universities. The lnportant
issues having to do with geochemstry are the chemical conditions within the
bost rocks, kinds of reactions anticipated during the history of the repository,
the solubilization of repository comonets, and transport rcdes to the bound-.
ary of the repository. Saie worthile data have been gathered to now, but .
much more is needed for secure evaluations. Work. under Task 2 is intended to
isportant
fill gaps where needed, to do a minim of confiming partlrly
to initiate new studies.
results, a
interval January 1 to Decner
Three sub-tasks are proposed for the t
31, 1987:

1.
2.
3.

--

Continued overview of geochi activities relevant to the Yucca
i4ountain site;
St:dy of cyclical events in and around Yucca Mountain, as revealed
-;
by geochmeical patt-e-s
Exp~ernts on interactions of rock and minerals with aqueous soluto
tions re-r repository ccr~itons, to determine equilibria a
out!Lne kinetic pat.S-ys.

Identification arA Arslysis:
Studies of rocks, minerals, liquids, and gases will be done in the facilities of the Mackay Sc.Iol of Mines, and t.ose of associated institutions, such

as the Nevada Burea of :4ines and Geology and the Desem esearch Institute. A
paerful analytical capability will be aailable for use.
Identification of mne-rals and rock types will be done with the use of
petrographic ard retallographic mdicrosope, X-ray diffractter, scanning
l analyser. Cheical analyses
electron microscope, and diferentil th

wilL be by wet mretods and the use of atcrdc absorption spectrophoeter,
ter, and the anion
X-ray fluorescence, electron Microprobe, mission sc
absorption chrcmatograph. Isotopic - -lyses are to be done at state agencies,
or purchased fsm cruexcial laboratories. Fluid inclusions in minerals can

be studied by use of the heating and freezing attachments for the microscope,
presently in te Departrent of Geological Sciences.
Ceochemical Assessnents and Oerviews

About 2S% of the overall effort will be continued evaluation of geochenictivities will include assesscal work relevant to the Yucca Mountain site.
ing written docU.nIents, consulting with technical ad scientific personnel at
the several nstituticns where work is being done, attending local and national
neetings and conferences, ad maintaining telephone contacts in an effort to
keep current

:6

0

Cyclical Events as Revealed by Ceohenical Paxreters:
Flucating and alternating gelogical processes cawnay leave evidencessin the properties of natural raterials that, if understood. can be
used to reconstruct past events and to predict future ones. A critical factor at Yucca .4utain is to judge the probability of potenially disruptive
events in the future. Task 2 will fcts on ceochenical patterns in rocks
affected by water flow or tectondcs to detect evidences of cyclic processes.
Fluctations in Water Table. During the high rainfall of the pluvial
cycle of glaciaticn, much water is added to the surface and near-surface
rocks, causing rises in water table and increased spring flow. During the
present interglacial tme, southern Nevada is dry. The tire of return of
-glacial corditions is not known, but recent evaluations indicate that a
rapid return is possible, perhaps in a few hundred years. A rise of water
high enough to inundate the repos itoy would create major canes in the
geochkcal envirinent. An initially nearly closed site in the unsatrated
zone be=-es one of active water flow. Task 2 will search in surface mate-and drill cores for evidences of past charges in water table. Evidences
is
of repeated inundations may be in the: nature of mineral asseblages; trace
elarexnt distribution anq Mireralsi altanrtions ard zninG within crystals
and coatims on fracturess vari~tcns within cold spring deposits; isotopic
cA SitIons of waters and gases. fluid inclusions of minerals; and large
zones of altered rocks. Absolute ages by 1 4C and fission-t:ac methods,
of appcpriate materipl, will provide quanti tative information
arM ctes,
on cyclic processes.

Faulted and Btrokenr-up Zcnes.. 'ny faults and breclated. rocks transect
the Yucca .s:u"ntain area, akc4i agenues or water flow as well as dams. De'feat=resof many ages, but sare difficulty eds:s
tailed Seologc maps sw
Ln deter-mInig whuch faults are presentl y active. Fault eatures will be examined in

he

eld and in roc

ores, to deect alteration and signs tat

miltiple c=w:stL ad c~en-ticn hAve hAppered. Trace elerent and isotopic
faults are monitored along active
-along
carositicn of fluids now roving Uard
of on-goig faultig at Yucca
faults as a rebd to predict eatSukes si,
1irtzzin may be detected by a si:ilar arproach.
Effeczs of Hydrotr-..l Activity

r.Ho
waters

oving through permeable

rocks create altered rocks ad deposit minerals in pores and openings, and
on the surface as but spring sinters. Mineral layering and alternations,
and textures of ore and ganque minerals, reveal in many places cycling has

happened in trp-eratures and solution types. Sae materials may be dateable.
Task 2 will work closely with Task 3, which is proposing to do studies of
ore deposits, ydrothervally mineralized zones, and caldera features. The
evaluation of repeated input of igneous heat and its timing will aid in the
assessrent of the probability of future events. ydrothermal systems are also
affected by rises in water tble, which permit the hot fluids to rise higher
in the earth's crust.

E

icperints on Yucca Mountain Materials:
Experiments are planned on the reactions of rocks and minerals with aq-

ueous solutions to outline kinetic steps and equilibria.

The details of the

experLients will depend on assessments rw being done on experimental work at
other laboratories. Yucca butain is made up of silicic tuffs, which are
rostly crystalline with a .&Tall arot of glass. Even at raxiTin expected
repository teratures, the reaction rates will be slow. The repository is
In the realm of mnetastable reactions, which do not approach equilibria except
for long times, geologically. Not eruh IrSormatlon is available to permit
the calculation of reaction sees
from first principles. Task 2 proposes
to initiate experiments on disequilibrium and equilrium reactions of Yucca
Zbuntain materials or scplified analogues, with and without repository corponents, as part of the overall work needed to evaluate repository perfo::ance.
The aims are to confirm masurenmts of critical nature done by others; to
fill gaps in existing knwledge ando perfo experIments in areas not now

being worked on.The experimental plan is to determine the changes in the solid phases
and solutions that take place during the reaction of silicates with ater.
o kinds of.eperiments are possible in the

Mackay School of Mines. The

first is reactions of po4ered rocks and minerals with Yucca Mtain waters
using Dickson-trpe gold cell*
theual eirnt,
fn which can be withdrawn internally fltere sdidles of solution withast
turbing the rea-ticn
conditions, from 25-00C akd 1-2000 bars. T iskind of
has been
bquipoen
used extensively to dete-ine m=ineral solubilities and for rock-solution
interactions. Chi=.es in solut.on :psition can be follwed during the
reactions, changes in the solid phases are st=ied at te end of experiments.
5he second approach is to react, all sanples of silicates with aquecus solutions in sealed gold0 tbes, using ttle-type cold seal
, useful
uquiJ over
a range ft:m 25-1000 C ard several tousan bars, in collaboraton w.-h Professor su, who is in charge of te laboratory. The closed t:be exper-ents
focus on te-canges in solids as fmctiirs of teerate, pressure L'nd solution caposition.

Thbe two yes Pf experInts are cplwewt&ar

and overlap

only to a slight extent: te first is large volte (250 ml), the sysem is
open, and the eqihasis is on ccaanes in solution 5
tion the secn is

snall volwe (0.5 ml), closed, a the eaphasis is on changes In the solids.
Task 2 will actively mnttat contact with exerimental work of other
laboratories, such as at Los ALL-os and Live-rep, to mini:d..ze d&licaon.
in addition, contacts will permit core apid exchange of Iforation a-cng

different workers, which, considering t
area, is very iportant.

difficulties in this exper-iental
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Principal Investigator, F. W. Dickson, S0% for 10 m.
academic year ($43,588/2 $21,794 + 100% for 1 Zzm.,
s8zw. (4843)

26,637
S,327

Fringe 20% 26,637 a $5,327'

acadeic yr.

due' _.(l) %%
Research Associate,
siweri- $3000
2
m.
+
100
6$6750
a
$125
9327
Fringe 1.5% of
Hourly help, 1000 hr. at $7.50/hr.-

9,327
125

7,500
48,916

Sub-total
a

s and Suplies

tabutry

-q, 17 - 9 I

Q:

-

Office supplies
Tuition, out of state, 2 senesters
Tuition credit, 42/cr for 12 cr

--

Sub-total.
Field studies, 2 D Ycca Ht + travel ti field
Per diem, $50/day for 25 days
UDveuity vehicle, 25/dy for 25 days

250
325
125
1,000
2,200
504
4,400

Total, before overhead

1,250
750
700
2,700
56,016

Overhead 271

15,124

Tec7ical metings, 2

Sub-ta

-

$7 u140

TASK 3: STUDIES OF CALDERA- AND STRUCTURALLY-RELATED HYDROTHEMAL
ACTIVITY AND INER&LIZATION TO EVALUATE THE WOSSIBILITY OF
MINERAL DEPOSITS AT-OR NEAR THE YUCCA I4OUNTAI N/IEGQ5ITOI07SITE 2
Donald C. Noble and Lawrence T..' Larson,, Principal Investigators

The Yucca Mountain High-Level Nuclear Waste Repository Site
is located within a sequence of Cenozoic-volcanic rocks that is
structurally uncomplicated and unaltered compared to other coeval
volcanic rocks of the area. Although there is little urficial
evidence of hydrothermal activity within the Site, pervasive al-.
teration and mineralization have affected the same rock units
over large areas Just a few miles to the west and northwest.
Older rocks at Mine Mountain, Wfahmonie, and Calico Hills to the
east are also altered and mineralized. It is thus desirable for
the State to thoroughly evaluate if.concentrations of economically important material' are present at depth within, or near,
the Site. It is also desirable to assess the potential environmental hazard of elemental mercury that might be produced and vaporized by a thermal excursion, since mercury as well as gold deposits and prospects are present nearby..
Most of the potential.resource and environmental problems
here outlined have not to our knowledge been adequately addressed
in previous studies. We consider this a ajor mission in the

evaluation process that has been.carried out to date by DOE.

The proposed research consists of five interrelated
subprojects (see below) that have as their goal the evaluation of
the NWPO identified site suitability issue of the possibility of
economic precious- or base-metal mineral deposital, or of
concentrations of metals (e.g., Hg) that could propose an

environmental hazard at 6r near the Waste Repository Sitet. The
desirability of.the proposed ork'is based on the following: 1)
that areas to the west, northwest, and north of the Repository
Site show abundant evidence for-hydrothermal activity and the
formation of mineral deposits at about the same time, and/or
after, the volcanic rocks of the repository site were deposited;
2) the generally accepted observation that hydrothermal
mineralization is very commonly spatially.and genetically related
to caldera complexes, and that such mineralization very commonly
is located outside of the caldera structure along radial and/or
other structures; 3) that the Claim Canyon, Oasis Valley. and
I 10 CFR 60.5-6-1 Natural Resources. 2(b) Eaan~teix12
dvema
candItIMA. (1) The resence of naturally occuring materials,
whether identified or undiscovered, within the site in such form
that i) economic extraction is currently feasible or potentially
feasible during the foreseeable future
2 10 CR 960.5-4-2 Operational Safety.- The site shall be such
that the constructions operation,:and closure of underground areas will not cause undue hazard to repository personnel. ...

.

Timber Mountain calderas all exhibit evidence of hydrothermal alteration and/or mineralization in the vicinity of their margins;
and 4) that the time(s) of hydrothermal alteration and mineralization in areas near the Repository Site have not been radiometrically dated, and thus the possible genetic associations between
alteration-rineralization events and the periods of ash-flow
eruption and caldera formation are not.known.
The Principal Investigators have first-hand knowledge of the
geology of the area and knowledge and many years experience in
the exploration, evaluation, and study of mineral deposits.
Cot:

The 1987 Cost for this activity is£1.

2eolziLc Eramworh 9t the Xucc

Hountain L=:

The Yucca Mountain Repository is sited in rhyolitic ash-flow
tuffs of middle Miocene age. The most likely horizon for the
repository is the Topopah Springs Member of the Paintbrush Formation, the source of which (the Claim Canyon caldera segment) is
located only a few miles to the north (Byers et al., 176).
A large number of active and inactive mines, potentially
economic mineral properties, and areas of hydrothermal alteration
are present west, northwest, and north of the Repository Site.
The Sterling mine on the east flank of Bare ountain is important
producing gold property. Major hydrothermal alteration has affected a large number of localities northwest of the repository
site in the general area of Fluorspar Canyon, Beatty Wash, and
Some of these areas possess mines with past or
Yucca Mountain.
present production (e.g., Tingley, 1984), and others are under
active exploration for precious metals. Some hydro-thermal activity and mineralization post-dates the Paintbrush Tuff, the
host rock of the repository site, whereas elsewhere (e.g.,
Sterling) the alteration and/or mineralization may be related to
slightly older volcanic activity.- To the east the Hornsilver
mine, at Wabmoniet, has repeatedly been cited as an attractive exploration target were it not in the TS. Hydrothermal alteration
extends to the east into the NTS in the Yucca Mountain area.
Byers et al. (1976) report silicification in caldera-margin breccias of the Claim Canyon caldera segment, which formed during
eruption of the Paintbrush Tuff. Note even that the names "Claim
Canyon' and Prospector Pass' strongly suggest the presence of
hydrothermal alteration and metal values.
A=.QUA Studies
The following outlines the proposed work. It should be emphasized that the five subprojects are closely integrated, and
that the separation i done mainly to facilitate presentation.
1) Study of Drill Core from the Yucca

ountain Site:

*~

:

Mineralogical and chemical studies of rocks carried out during mineral exploration or academically based mineral-deposits
studies differ significantly from those typically undertaken for
other purposes. We will look at selected intervals of the available drill core from the perspective and background of mineraldeposits geology. Work will involve a detailed reevaluation of
presently available mineralogic and chemical data on the core,
relogging and selection of materials for specific chemical, mineralogic, and/or isotopic studies. Because the density of drill
holes at Yucca Mountain is more than an order of magnitude less
than typically used to evaluate a potential buried mineral deposit, a range of pathfinder elements (e.g., Eg, T, Te, As, Sb)
and isotopes (e.g., 8180), as well as economically important metals (e.g., Au) will be analyzed for using sensitive.techniques.
2) Evaluation of

ydrothermally Altered and/or Mineralized Areas:

The Bare Mountain mineral district, located west and northwest of the Repository Site, includes a large number of known active and abandoned mines (e.g., Tingley, 1984; Bell and Larson,
1984). Preliminary discussions with individuals presently involved in exploration has revealed the existence of a number of
heretofore unrecognized areas of mineral potential within the
district. Perhaps most importantly, areas of hydrothermal alteration extend east into restricted areas of Yucca Mountain north
of the Repository Site. We believe that further evaluation of
the-mineral potential of the area',is highly desirable, and particularly of land within the Nevada Test Site and ellis Range.
The proposed program will be based on field evaluation of
the above areas. Other, more distant, areas will be inspected
and sampled in order to determine if alteration and mineralization was the result largely of one major, widespread hydrothermal
event, or whether there were several events. Samples will be
taken for broad-spectrum geochemical analysis for economically
important and pathfinder elements. Attempts will be made from
both field/stratigraphic criteria and radiometric (K-Ar) dating
to relate periods of hydrothermal activity to specific episodes
of ash-flow eruptive activity and caldera collapse.
Although it is likely that the repository would be sited
within welded ash-flow tuffs of the Topopah Spring Member of the
Paintbrush Tuff, Federal policy requires that the possibility of
mineralization in underlying units be evaluated. It should be
emphasized that any mineralization that formed before deposition

of the Paintbrush would be completely concealed from view (cf.

possible mineral deposits buried beneath young ash-flow sheets on
the Nellis Range; Anderson et al., 1964). The Paintbrush Tuff is
underlain.by the several units of the Crater Flat Tuff, which was
erupted from vents associated with the buried Crater Flat caldera
(Carr et al., 1984). Because of the location of the Crater Flat
caldera directly west of the Repository Site, a significant possibility exists for the presence of buried caldera-margin mineralization within the Repository area. Moreover, mineralization

and/or alteration are known in older rocks at Wahmonie etc., and
mineralization of similar age could be present.
3) Analogue Study of the Mineralized Stonewall Mountain Caldera:
The Stonewall Mountain volcanic center (Roble et al., 1984)
is the youngest ( m.y.) caldera-type volcanic center of the SW
Nevada volcanic field. Very strong hydrothermal alteration at
the Cuprite district north of the caldera margin i~s of the same
age a the center and clearly closely related genetically. Mineralization is present on Stonewall tn., and alteration on the
eastern margin of the caldera may, also be genetically, related.
Because of its youth and the presence of several types of
mineralization, the Stonewall Mtn. center is well suited for
study as an analogue of possible extra-caldera mineralization related to the Claim Canyon, Timber Mountain# Crater Flat and/or
Oasis Valley calderas . NW, andW of the Repository Site. Proposed work will involve mapping, radiometric dating, and other
studies of the center and its hydrothermal activity.
4) Evaluation of Mineralization Related to Detachment Faulting:
~

rh
*z

lard

mkhDOE&

The structural setting of the Repository'Site is very complicated, and it has been suggested (Scott, 1966) that a major
detachment fault underlies the Site. Precious-metal mineralization along detachment faults occurs in a number of areas in the
southern Basin and Range province.,(e~g., Spencer and Welty,
1986). We will begin evaluatation of the possibility of this
mode of mineralization for Yucca Mountain.
5) Evaluation of Hazards from Thermally Released Mercury:

A number of mercury mines and prospects are knoIwn directly
NW of the Repository, and some or all of these have formed after
deposition of the rocks of the.Site. Cinnabar, the most common
Hg mineral, and other mercury minerals are readily, broken down,
releasing elemental mercury, t geologically very low temperatures; the common commercial process for extracting mercury, from
ores, retorting, makes use of this property.
'We envision a not-impossible scenario in which an unforseen
temperature excusion within stored nuclear waste could release
signif icant amounts of elementallg vapor from a deposit, thus
increasing the difficulty of subsequent-addition, removal, etc.
of nuclear waste. We will thus pay particular attention to the
possible presence of low (in-the ppb range), but nevertheless
anomalous, concentrations of mercury, in the drill cre a a indication of potentially hazardous concentrations of Hg in the Site.

This proposed research i not expected to unreasonably interfere with the DOE field program at Yucca Mountain.
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PAL INVESTIGATORS
Donald C. Noble.
Larson
Lawrence T. "'.
4
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7?gCE M46$,
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$10,t34.91
$13 ,420. 12

44 days
44 days
-

One associate, 12 mc.
Onq associate, 6 mAh'
GRADUATE STUDE1TS

5 I

y. ( ...

KI.

2 mo.

One studentAncludin

-

$20,000.00
$10,000.00

+.e

summer

$11,200.00
$650555.03

TELAL Sd~f
FRME Caeneph

$9,308.60

TOTAL SALARY PLUS FRINGE

w- 4* - 1'

$74,863.63

SERY!2C2
o:once ,
#e.
HT~ZALS,l^\4eAND
40,f4
ftoril
ssz-aya an-TGeoche cal Analyses
Potassium-argon radiometric age determinations
:alyses
Stable isotope an
Reproduction and related costs
Field supplies, including sample bags, etc.
Air photos, maps, and related costs

$500.00

$200.00
$200.00
$300.00

Publications.
and other communication
Telephone
.j.
,.c.-.
Computer expenses~
A"
TRDUTHASZUES
03tpesntye
Sbled
andEC
ReprouctLoCOSTS

$3,500.00
$3,000.00
$500.00
$700.00
$300 .00

$9,200.00

t
,4 {
cst

Per diem, 120 days, estimated at $47.50'
State vehicles and rental cars
$30.00
100 days estimated at
cost
equivalent
or
travel
Air

D1
S.LECT POTS
WO0A

$5,462.50
$3,000.00
$2,500.00
$10,962.50
$95,026.13
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27 percent of total direct costs

COSTS

EQ.PI4MiT
Digitizing Tablet
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$3,000.00'
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Task 4: Seismological Research in the Yucca Mountain Area
James N. Erune. Edward . Corbett, William A.Peppin. Kelth F. Priestley, and Ute
-L Vetter, Principal Investigators

Introduction
In order for the State of Nevada to meet ts cic responsibility to fully determine the risks and benefts of possible national nuclear waste repository at
Yucca Mountain the Seismological Laboratory proposes to carry out te following mportant sub-tasks:
1) n cooperation with the U.S. Geological Survey n Golden. Colorado. to
develop and nsure operation of a real-time monitoring and warnlng system
which will provide Immediate location and magnitude of any seismic event
(earthquakes or exploslons) which might constitute a hazard to any aspect of
the nuclear waste repository, Inoluding not only the permanent storage and surface facility structures at Yucca Mountain, but also any facilities for loading,
unloading, transportation, and Intermediate storage, which might constitute a
hazard If damaged by a seismic event.
2) To provide for Idependent real-time monitoring of approximately sixteen USGS analog stations telemetered from southern Nevada eight n a dense
array around Yucca Mountain and eight In a regional array, giving better control
on events near but outside the dense array, providing minimal Independent
monitoring by the State of Nevada. and providing a minimal back-up should the
USGS telemetry or recording sstems fall, and also providing a check and
Indeper.dent quality assurance of the USGS operations
3) To Instoall. operate and monitor three state-of-the-ar. digtal sels-Ic stations In the viinity of Yucca Mountaln, thest stations to be hIgh-dyn:nc range,
high-resolution, broadband Instruments providing high ddelity seismic nformation regarding any events at or near Yucca Mountaln.
4) To purchase and operate a rknil-array of three portable digital event
recorders for special sudies, ncluding determining local site amplification of
ground motion, determining subsurface ground motion, temporary augmentatlon of the per'm anent array, special studies of local earth structure, especially
in areas not well-covered by the permanent array, and studies of ground motion
attenuation for better estimating earthquake hazard.
6) To nstall a computer system for data-logging and basic data analysid. In
addition to recording and preliminary analysis of data recorded by sub-tasks 1
through 4 above, we need to store and analyze data from other USGS and DOE
stations, to be sent via magnetic tape. To provide required analysis for even a
minimal program will require a dedicated computer system ith characteristics
specially designed for the array. Therefore we consider the computer data logging system a necessity.
Detailed Description and Justicatlon of Tasks
4.1 Real-time access to a monitoring and waring systam from Golden,
Colorado
At present. data from the about S stations of the southern Nevada array
are telemetered via several telephone lines to Golden. Colorado. Preliminary
results are available only after preliminary editing and analysis by the SGS.
After discussions with Al togers of the SGS concerning the real-time pre-edit

requirements for warning for critical events, t was egreed that a real-time lation and magnitude estimation system, originally proposed by DOE should be
Implemented. using primarily funding by DOE. but requiring connecting and
monitoring costs by UNR. This will n large part satisfy the requirements of the
State of Nevada to provide Its citizens with an ndependent. pre-edit. mmediate
warning of any seismic events which might pose a public hazard. In addition. At
Rogers has agreed to provide the Seismological Lab with copies of the daily
edited processing tapes n a timely manner. usually 24 hours after recording.
These tapes will be n a format that can be processed with our existing system at
UNR. Tapes will be archived in Reno, and processing will be performed on events
of* ntereL

4.2 Te lemeter selected USGS stations from southern Nevada
The goal of this subtask s to relay two voice cannei of data from the the
network of short-period analog stations operated by the U.S. Geological Survey
In and around the Nevada Test Site. Utilizing TV-FM telemetry, each of the voice
channels can carry as many as eight stations. It Is envisioned that one channel

will come from the dense network of stations operated Immediately around
Yucca Mountain. and the other would consist of a set of stations on the perlphery of the network, for regional coverage. These stations will be recorded with
the following purposes In mind: 1) Real time monitoring and warning capability
for state-wide responsibility. This will be an improvement over the current System of having to phone Golden for nformation. 2) Backup for possible USGS system failure. All computer systems are nherently susceptible to power dips and
hardware failures, as well as experience a certain amount of pre-panned downtime for preventive maintenance. Estimating that most systems can have 5
down-t me (or less), recording seismlc data at two sites nsu.res that the chance
of total loss of data would be Ln1nlte"Imal. especially If there Ls co =nncation,
between the tw6 sites. ) n the eventA o a s:beaerthquace: mmediate
assess ment of magnitude, focal mechanhsm, likelihood of damage. potential for
faulting and/or radiation leaks. 4) A check on the USGS system for triggering
and catalogIng completeness.
array
telemetry
4.3 State-of-the-art digital
This telemetry array s necessary to extlnd our analysis and research capability beyond the level now common using analog arrays. The three component

data will provide high-fidelity nfQomatln Including source parameters such as
magnitude. source size, stress drop. energy release, and preliminary estimates
of Intensity, peak acceleration and expected damage patterns. These state-ofthe-art nstruments would also provide needed fundamental information about
the state of stress In the crust. the pattern of tectonic forces operating, and the
constitutive properties of earth materials in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain.
needed for a better understanding of the earth's response to any seismic event
which might occur.
4.4 Field-portable Seismographs
This task requests equipment n the form of field-deployable state-of-the-art
seismic Instrumentation. The rationale behind this task Is based on three considerations: (a) timeliness of possible response by the 15R Seismological
Laboratory. (b) capability In monitoring for engineering analysts of seismograms. and () responsiveness to aftershock sequences. These considerations
are discussed below.
Response. An Important part of the monitoring effort herein
a)b1mely

9

proposed depends on the Installation of seismic nstrumentation with a capability to record signals In a wide bandwidth (the pertinent range Is 0.05 to 50 Hz)
and with high dynamic range (at least 12-bit resolution with a total dynamic
range of at least 90 d). The permanent system described above In sub-task 4.3
will meet and exceed these speclcations. However, this system will probably
take 12 months to put up because of the lead time required for permitting sites
and radio frequencies, ordering a wide range of technical equipment from various vendors, and construction of relay sites for the delivery of the data to the
Seismological Laboratory through microwave links. Sub-task 4.4 w1 provide
almost Immediate capability to deploy bigh-quallty Instrumentation near the
site: the systems are Independently-triggered and operated digital event
recorders which write data to cassettes in the field. Delivery time for the necesnary components runs to about 90 days AR.
b) ngfnenwing Analysis. We are planning to deploy the permanent and
temporary digital stations In such a way as to satisfy requirements for both rellable determination of earthquake source mechanisms and determination of site
response efects for engineering consIderations. making full use of the library of
underground nuclear explosion (UNE) data take at sites In this region. The portable Instruments will give us the flexibility to monitor these and other Important
sites which may become known to us In the future (such as downhole sites In
newly-excavated tunnels).
c) iepons IAfltrshack Sequences. Earthquakes are quite a bit less common near the facility site than In northern Nevada. Therefore, should any earthquake occur In the near vicinity of Yucca Yournaln, recording at close range
could proide useful information on source characteristics of the aftershocks
and ground motions. The portable Instruments will provide a capability to be
responsive to such a sequence on an L'nmedlate (5 hours or less) basis.
4.5 Computer system
A computer system Is essentla to the performance of all of the above subtasks This system will accept analog as well as high-quality digital data from field
seismic statlons, provide event detection. and storage of data. Along with data
logging, the system wl perform the tks of data reduction, data analysis
automatic event location. station itatus. and provide a system to view tapes
from the USGS network. The logging and processing of digital data Is Imperative
In the reduction and analysis of seismic data. Existing Laboratory computers
have neither the storage capacity nor the computing power to accomplish the
required tasks.

.
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Vr~~se4Budget for Task 4
Seismological Sudies of Yucca Mountain
Jan=

1 1987 to December 31. 1987

Systems Software Specialist, 50% $40,000/yr
Research Seismologlsts. 1 mc each, 25% O $80,000/yr
(e.g. Brune, Priestley, Vetter)
Network Seismologist, 50% 0 S5,000/yr
(e.g. Corbett, Peppin)
Seismographic Technician, 23% O $32,000/yr
plus overtime 100 hr 0 $16/r
Seismographic Field Aide, 50% 0 $23,700/yr
plus overtime 150 hr 0 $17/hr
Seismographic Records Analyst, 17% 0 $16,500/yr
Secretary, 15% 0 S20,000/yr
Graduate Research Fellow
-2pFringe Benefits
52.500
0
Professlor.al employees. 15.0%
Classified employees, 15.5% 0 $32,705
Graduate Research Fellow. 1.2% 2 S9,18
ecx(*-ve t
-rv
Q!Equipment
Essential equipment
Computer system, UlcroVax 1 or equivalent
Microwave test equipment

20,000
15,000
17,500
10,580
1,600
11.50
2,550
3,145
3,000
9.818
S 95.023

7,875
6,050
115

14,043
6,000
81000

Real-time access to USGS computer n Golden. Colorado
1200-baud modems, 20 $500
Telemeter USGS analog stations from Southern evada
Modems for State microwave, 2 S2.000
Discriminators and wiring for 16 stations
Radio links, UISGS stations to microwave, 9 0 $1,800
Hellcorder
3 Digital 3-component wide-band stations
Station electronics with radios, 3 0 $4,000
Strekhelsen selsmometers, 9 0 $5.000
Modems for State microwave, 30 $2,000
Link from State microwave to UR.M 5 channels

0.

-20
4,000

A_-

5.000
16,200

3,600

S28o800

12.000
45,000
6,000
6.000
6000

I
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Portable 3-comp'onent digital Instruments
Sprengnether DR-200 Instruments, 2 0 S10.000
Cassette tape playback unit
Selsmometers, 6 0 S3.300

20.000
10.000
19.600

46800

7,200
5.500
S 12,700

Computer tape, 360 0 S20
Mitsc. repair parts/cabllng/electronics

4

'Z41,600

$

Total Equipment

Travel

2.250
1.200

Trips to Las Vegas, 15 0 S150
Trips to Golden, Colorado, 4 0 $300
Field Work
4WD truck dally charges. 100 days 0 $10.50

1,050
6.900

30.000 Iltes 0 $0.23
u

ayu per cem

A

JOther Direct Costs2

fei.fb
ultion tor graduate researchel

T2

I, v

|IC)

t

9

I
10,000
8.000
1.350
3,000
1.000
2,000
1,000

5 7
State microwave channel use per year,- 5 0 $2,000
Computer grepbhcs/prLter sUpp1.s
Site cctstructlon for atalog sta relays. 9 0 S153.
Site constructlonfor d"!te is. 3 0 5,000
Slite construction for microwave Lnk to VMR
Computer maintenance per year
Report preparation costs

7Telepbone calls to computer in Golden, 3 0

*

C. Total Direct Cost (TDC)
(sum of Items A through

4

pqt
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lZ

I. IndiLect Ccsts
Ease Is TDC less equipment and tuition, 27% 0 $165,591

F

Ir

QJG*0U

-4w-gain
4,71,0' ?7

lt'%u.4

L Total Amount proposed
(sum of C and H)

5455,391
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TASr 5. TECTONICS AND NEOTECTONICS OF THE YUCCA MOUNTAIN AREA AND
ADJACENT REGIONS
RIchard A. Schvelckert. Principal InTestigator
The Center for ReotectonIcs Studies of Mackay School of Mines, University of

Nevada-Reno proposes to evaluate ithe tectonic setting. crustal structure, and

selsmotectonic potential of the Yucca Mountain region by conducting a closely
integrated seven-part study:
1) Regional study of the Mesozoic CP thrust system (tectonics).
2) Ezaiination ofpossible Tertlarydeachmentfaults in the areofBare Mountain
and areas to the north (tectonics).
3) Study of the northeast-trending SpoutedRange-Mlne Mountain structural zone
(tectonics).

4)Examlnation of regional stress indicators In the Death Valley-Pancake Range
structural zone (neotectonics).
5) Study of neotectonics of the Death Valley-Furnace Creek fault zone and related
structures (neotectonics).
6) Reevaluation of neotectonics of the Walker Line belt in the southern Nevada
region (neotectonics).
7) Study of llstric and detachment fault domains In the vicinity of the Nevada test site
(tectonics).

The work vill begin by compiling exIsting data, maps, and aerial photography.
Selected field studies. Including detailed structural mapping at large scales. will be
conducted in critical areas. and structural cross-sections will be prepared. Patterns
of active faults will be compared with patterns of historic seismicity and vith
available dat an focal mechanisms, and fault orientations vii be compared wIth
local and regional stress orieniations. K-Ar dating of certain lthologic units will be
carried ouL Stndard petrogrphic techniques will bo used for identification ad
description of key lithologlc units.
This research Is the result of a NWPO identified site-suitability Issue to define
the tectonic and neotectonlc setting of the proposed repository site. This information

Is essential to forecasting the long-term seismic safety of the Yucca Mountain site.

The USGS and other contractors for DOE have conducted extensive areal geologic
studies of the region around the NTS. and have defined and discussed the tectonic
features we are proposing to study, but there remain many unanswered questions
regarding the importance of these tectonic features and their seismotectonic
significance. The prublem orizntod research proposed here vill attempt toanswer
the following questions:
1. What is the crustal structure beneath the volcanic cover at Yucca Mountain and
how has this Influenced Neogene and Holocene faulting?
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2. WhatIs the sIgnIflcganc fstructural features such usthe Spotted Range--Mine

Mountain structural zone and the Death Valley--Pancake Rage struCturl zone, the

former passing mmediately south and east of the repository, site and the latter
Including the repository site?.

3. What are the Neogene and Holocene regional sess orientations In the vicinity of
the site and what Is their relatlon to the patterns of faulting in the vicinity of the

site?

4. What is the reotectonic character of the Walker Lane belt and the Death
Valley-Furnace Creekfaultzone?
Proposed Studies sad ustification.
1) Tho geometry of the Mesozole CP thrust system ts still conjectural. The NTS
may sit astride mtjor structural vindow or atliorm l the CP thrust Ifthis
antiform exists. It may ove Its presence to deeper-level duplexes and blind thrusts
beneath. The existence of such structures is important for evauatinig the role of
tectonic inheritanc ain the formation of Tertiary and Holocene faults. The nature of
Paleozolc formations that can be inferred to underlie the NTS IsImportant to
hydrogeologic and strong motion studies.
2) f lov-angle Tertiy detachmentfaults occur beneath Bare Mountain and
Crater Flat, the distribution of steeply dipping surface faults may not be an accurate
indicator of the significance of faulting in the NTS region.
3) The Spotted Range--Mline Mountain structural zone is nimportantzone of
active. NE-trending, left-lateral faults and active seismicity lying immediately to the
south and east of the repository site. its relation to Paleozoic and Mesozoic structural
features is unclear. Its role in overall strain release within the Walker Lane belt Is
not understood. andits seismotectonic potential must be evaluated.
4) Regional stress orientations mustbe esablished nd rigorously evaluated to
determinew hether faults of a given orlentaton e likely to experience normal.
oblique, or strike-slip displacements. Dikes sad alignments of other volcanic
features, together with fracture patterns In young volcanic sequences. may provide
Information on local and regional stress fields at the time these features formed. The
DV--PR structural zone contains most of the youngestvolcanic features in the region
and vill be the main focus of this study.
5) The Death Valley-Furnace Creek faultzone is the most tectonically active
structure n close proximity to NTS. ts history, seismic behavior, and role i the
Holocene tectonic picture are important to understanding the seismotectonic setting
of the site.
6) The Walker Lne belt, which encompasses the entire NTS.is the principsa
of
zone anomalous structure in southern Nevada. Importnt questions concern its
dccp structure, relation to volcanic featurcs. and neotectonic behavlor. Is it an
importat transfer zone between the Death Valley--Furnace Creek fault zone and
areas of large extension to the north?
7) Throughout the area of the NTS domains of high-and low-angIe faults need
to be identified using all available types of imagery and evaluated with respect to the

.
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orletations of local and regional stress ns.s
The proposed contractor for this research IsMackay School of Mines, a
natlonally-known center for geologic research i the Great Basin and adjacent areas.
The research vill be coordinated by Dr. R.A Schweickert, in interatlonally knovn
researcher In structural geology and tectonics In California and Nevada. Dr.
Schweickert vill be involved In the research effort together with a postdoctral
reseach associate In tectonics and two Ph. D.level graduate research assistants.
This proposed research Is not expected to Interfere with the DOE field program at
Yucca Mountain.
ESMtMAlEDGMEMAL BUDGET. JANUARY 1. 1987TODECEMBER 31, 1987
Professional Labor

Dr. R.A.Schveickert
20 days @S266/day

5.320

I summer onth 9 S5000 .

4-ctocorel
2on-Professiogsl Staff

Am co,C

e,-1,,1he r

5.000

i/00

Graduate Research Assistant 1

10 months $SOO. 2 summer months PS1600
Graduate Research Assistant 2
2 szpewnths P $1600
1 o
Student Rorly Assst"

200*hours

p

57/hour

'

~~

Fringe benefits

a Prine at investlgaor 4%

4.

Gaduate

e

j

stas

t. Graduate Research sslsats 12%

Labor Subtotal

11200
11200
I, 220

413
400

JZ

ne9-

443

6Sh

Trve

>

4.47 d!

,fe/1.{o

rlnclpzl Investigator per diem 30 days k$47.50
ERIs per diem 180 days e $47.50
Vehicles. 270 days 35/day
6 roundtrip airfares. Reno to NTS. P S150
1 trip to scientific meettag P 1.000
Iravel Subtotl

Materials and Services
Aerial photography and enlargements
Maps and enlargements
Field supplies
Laboratory supplies
Computer soft'are and expenses

8.550
900
1.000

2.000
1.000
2.000
1500
1.500

l

t

K-Ar dates, 10 v $300
Regist-lon fees, scientific meeting

3.000
150

Materials ted Services Subtotal

11.150

Outof stato fees. GRs I &nd2 (exempt)
Tulton. GRAs
18 cr p $42 times 3(eumpt)

4.400

2.268
6,668

pther Sbaw
Egulpmeat

Miscellacieous. including expansion of memory In
PC-IT.digltzer tablet. etc. (exempt)

7.000

Eauloment Subtotal

7.000

Direct Costs Subtotat
nirect Costs

f/3,Z/O-

__

27% of S

q9' q?6

Total Cost for tuarv 1. 1987 to December 31. 1987

j6>
,
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,
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Task 6 Rte

Sensing Assew:ents

Dr. Janes V. Taranic, Principal Investigator
Introduction
Thi research is the result of a Pclear Waste Project Office (WP0)
identified site suitability issue to evaluate the potential for active faulting ard other tectonic processes within the proposed Nuclear Waste Repository
site and its relationship to regicnal tectonics* This pr osed study is specihe
fically related to the postclcsure tectonic guidelines (10 CFR 960).
all be located in a geologic setting ere
guideline states that "the site
future tectonic processes or events will not be likely to lead to radionuclide
If tectonic events of the Quaternay Period continued to cperreleases *.e
ate within the life span of the re;sitcry. release of radionuclides ray occur.

The site is located within a structuraly ca=lex area (Carr 184) ich
consists of volcano-tectonic structures, or-heast-treding left-lateral
lateral
right
nding
nrthes-tr
faults a
faults, rort-.south trending r..al
brk by 6aSlkerl9S6)has dobrented
strctures all within the Walker Lane.
minor displac=e=nts alcng fact-ares and joint sets that are parallel to linea'magery.Since significanb offsets were not d=cPented,
ments mapped fra
they tsh6xld not be rxpped as faults: wever, tey may provide p=,hways for
inf'ltration of rcdwater oT prcve to be nones of wea~ness along %hich mveTrent ray occur. Therefor-it is essential to evaluate the proposed site with

regard to its structural relat cshIp within a regional fra=nwrrk.
The 19S7 cost for this activity is

97.960

He is the
redirects
also
but
Dean of the Mackay Schocol of Mines %ho not only teaches
engineering
exploration,
to
technology
aerospace
search in the applications of
and envir oen.t geology and hfirogeolog. He has extensive experience which
A
consist$oft 1. Chief of Remcte Sensing at! the Ioa Survey; 2. Principal ReResources
NSatural
Ron-Renewable
of
the
3.
Chief
at
EROS:
rote Sensing Scientist
Branch at NASA.
The 1hWPO proposed principal investigator is James V. Taranfk.

Objectives:

1.
2.
3.

Delineate linear landscape features using aerospace recte sensing
data
Delineate local and regional trends utilizing potential field data
and digital tpo data
determine if the mapped linear features reflect
Analyze lineaments

subsurface phenmewn5i (OLeary. 1976) t,4. Evaluate lineaments intepreted ram the imagery and field analysis
to determine if these features ray act as conduits for grordwater
recharge or zones of structural weakness.

L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
A. The follow~ing data sets will be utilizeds
ta
temporal Landsat Thematic mapper
Mud1.6
m0
eter resolution with a viewing
stereo padrmai
wil cratea vrticl eaggratO f four)
gea~tzytha
felddat: dgitl gaviy ad magnetic data
3 *Potntil

.2. r~nc sr

B.

Data processing:
tancLeindividual data sets using arptefiltering

1.*
2.

3.

Aay

etcgritLandsat

Igitrara

techniques

-

ets

S1 and digital tpo data

.ro.uction.

C.

aps
cotu
1. Utilize Calcop plotter to create
.
2. Pl.oto_=rah sbsoenes
3. Man=facture select Im.ages for precise laser film reproduction,
D. Interpret the Plots and iage-y to delineate lie:ents
E. Field check the interpretation
F.

Prepare

and

v.a

,

-

Expected results will inclee:
1.
2.

sytnatic evaluation of linear landscape featues recognized by %L~er
digital
1986 using higher resolution aerospace r e sensin data and
potential data
sinfc-ance
ahgooi

"yteatic evaluation of

of

the lineanents %&ic

reflect subsurface pbeoe

eferences Cited
Cr1

W. Jet 1984, In

ional stzctual setting of Yucca Vbxftint sthweste-n

Nevada. and late Cenozic rates of tectonic activity in part of the southwestern Great, Basint, evada and Cliforiat US. Gaol. Sure OiR-84-54.
P.
109

o6ary. DI We# ftiednan. 7. De Pn. H. A-* 1976, Lineament. lineart LineaGeological Society of
A:
tions Same propoed new standards for old te
Meica Bulletin, v.87, p.1463-1469

te Sensing h alysis of Southern Walker Lane: (UnpubWalker, . D., 1986,
lished thesis, University of Nevada, Reno)

Estimated Badget for Task 6
January 1, 1987 to Decemfber 31, 1987
Personnel
Professional labor

'VT.arak, PrinCipal Investigator

3' l

30 days

$220/day

24

Fringe Benefits, 14%
Professioral Labor plus Benefits
HM-Professicnal Labor
Graduate Research Assistant
9 mnths Q S9/xnh
$l778/'c:::h
3 ronths
Steent 1kuly Assistant
7/hr.
lCOO hors
e

lox a

eor

Fringe Benefits,

7,524

13,335
7,000

lOCO

100 hours eS$1/h-.
oRw-Professicnal

$6,600

or SOACtal
1.2%

bwv-Professinal Laor plus Benefits

21,335
257
21,592
.29,116

Labor Subtotal
Mterial ad Services

*1'

mgery with Dicital Topograhical Data

jot
andj:

al fie1d data

(incl es cost of high precision ler
film products)

Drafting equipznt and supplies
(includes supplies for Calcp plotter
and digitizer)
Cmiter tine on the VAX 11/780
IDIRS System
-5000
$50/hr.
100 hours

26,400

2,000

40

High Density Magnetic apes
20 @ 18/tape

360

4'X5" forsnat cmera (to attarh to
existing Dunn Cmera)
equipswlnt
fousin

Tuition fees
30 credits $42/credit

1,260

Stipend

2,200

Reproduction costs, camnications and postage
12 months e $100/amth

1,200

Office supplies and miscellaneaos ipunient
(file cabinets, storage etc.)

1,000

Succlies Subtotal

3diTeO

Travel
Uas Vegas (5 trips inclding graduate assistant)
$3C0/tzp for 2 people
Menlo Park (3 trips
Denver (

t

Per dien 60 days

$100/trip)

$200/txip)

1.500
300
200
3,000

$50/day

Car rental 60 days @$30/day

1,800

Miscellaneous field supplies

400
7,200

Travel Subtotal
Direct Costs Subtotal
Indirect Costs

OF io : co
6 27%6.ess tuition

sk

S,,73c- II &

Total Cost for Task 6
Jexsxay.,I7, to Decetber 31, 1987

97,9G0-

TASK 7: GEOTECHNICAL AND ROCK MASS ASSESSMENT
Robert J. Watters and James R. Cart
We propose to Investigate the structural integrity of Yucca
Mountain. Three different but Integrated approaches will be
utilized. Part I will involve the characterization of rock mass
factors using fractal dmensions. Part II will Investigate f
rock mass characterization changes occur due to major
discontinuitles. Part III will Involve the use of acoustic
emission to determine In situ stresses.
Part I:

Characterization of Rock Mass Features Using Fractal
Dimensions

Classification of rock mass features includes the description
of fractures and dscontinuities. An unique classification of
fracture density at the Yucca Mountain site has been completed by
the USGS (Barton and Larsen, 1985). We propose the use of
fractals and fractal dimensions to characterize the roughness of
discontinuity and oint surfaces to complete a stability analysis
of rock masses at Yucca Mountain.. We also propose to extend the
work of Barton and Larsen to three dimensions. Ultimately, we
can use these results to compare fractures and faulting at Yucca
Mountain.
A fractal (Mandelbrot, 1982) is a new concept in geometry.
Classic euclidian geometry represents shapes as ideals lines,
squares, triangles, etc.). Natural shapes are farmore complex
than euclidian ideals. If we are asked to measure the length of
a coastline, for example, the length is found to depend on the
ruler used for measurement. A greater length Is measured using a
ruler 1 cm long compared with a ruler
k long because the 1 cm
length will resolve more features. A fractal is a feature for
which the measured length depends on the measurement standard.
Such features have dimensions" (fractal dimensions) greater than
the euclidian dimensions. For example, a fractal line has a
dimension greater than one, but less than two; a fractal surface
has a dimension greater than two, but less than three and so on.
An example of a fractal line is the trace of a coastline.
Another example, particularly useful to this proposed study, is a
profile measured along a rock surface (Brown and Scholz, 1985).
By calculating a fractal dimension of a rock surface, we can
relate this value to a joint oughness coefficient, JRC (Carr,
1986). Using JRC, the shear strength of the surface can be
calculated. We can also measure this strength directly in a
laboratory using a shear box, This will give us an opportunity
to compare shear strength values calculated on the basis of
fractal dimensions with values measured directly In the lab. We
propose to make this comparison for the Yucca Mountain site.
In summary, we propose the following for Task 7, Part I:
1. collect profiles of discontinuities at Yucca
Mountain;
2. calculate fractal dimensions of these profiles;
3. assign a JRC value based on these fractal
dimensions;

4.
5.

6.
7.
Part II:

perform laboratory shear box tests on selected
discontinuity samplesI
calculate shear strength based on these
laboratory tests) also' calculate shear
strength based on JRC and compare to laboratory
results;
characterize the three dimensional fractal
dimensions of joint systems at Yucca Mountain;
compare fractures and faulting at Yucca
Mountain.

Changes in Rock Mass Characterization Due To Major
Discontinuities-

It has been postulated that Yucca Mountain
composed of
large fractured blocks, the blocks bounded by major
discontinuities. It Is proposed to conduct line traverses and
log the available rock core utilizing the "window or cell
techniques" to collect the spacing, alteration, persistence,
shear strength and roughness profiles of jointing and other
discontinuities. Parts of this information will have already
been collected from the Part I study which will establish the
fractal dimensions for the site.
The systematic collection of the data on a grid system will
establish geotechnical and fractal information for each cell or
window on the site. Examination of these cells will help reveal
the nature and origin of the fractu:ing at the site and the
structural integrity of Yucca Mountain.
Part

III:

Acoustic Emission Determination of In Situ Stresses

Hydrofrac stress measurements (Healy, et. al., 1984)
conducted on the eastern flank of Yucca Mountain suggest that the
area Is under the Influence of active tectonic stresses.
The
authors suggested that addltional investigations are required to
confirm the earlier studies due to mplications of their findings
on site suitability.
It is proposed to correlate the in situ stress field from the
acoustic emission response of loading oriented core in the
laboratory and, if access is available, from in situ testing via
shallow boreholes. A limited research program has been conducted
on the acoustic emission response of welded tuff at the Nevada
Test Site (Holcomb and Martin, 1985) for the Nuclear Testing
Program; Watters and Soltani (1985; 1986) report results in an
attempt to establish the in stu stress field in massive granite
and limestone.
The acoustic emission techniques will be utilized on oriented
rock cores of tuff and on blocks containing fractures. During
the unconfined and confined loading of the rock cores, the
acoustic emission behavior will be monitored. The larger
oriented rock blocks will be sheared and monitored for the
acoustic emission response.
Depending on the access to the site, an initial program of in
situ testing, utilizing a borehole jack and transducer array,
will be conducted. This will enable correlations between the

0

laboratory and field investlgations to be assessed. Data from
the tests will be compared with previous in situ testing,
geologic indicators of stress orientations, and the spatial
distribution from the site with reference to major
discontinutities.
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Budget
ProEessional Labor
Robert J. Watters
James R. Carr

45 days
234/day
45 days
175/day
(Prof. plus 4)

10,530
7875
736

Non-Professional Labor
2 Graduate Students (Half Time)

30,000

Labor Subtotal
Fringe Benefits
1.2 percent
Total Labor plus benefits

49,141
590
49,731

Materials and Services
Publications, postage, library searches, etc
Copying
Computer Time
Computer Software
Secretarial/Office Supplies
Miscellaneous Supplies
Materials Subtotal

1500
500
5000
3000
2000
5000
17,000

Travel
.Conferences (1 per PI; includes reg.)
Field
100 days
47.50/day
100 days, vehicle
35/day
4 trips to Las Vegas, NV
150/trip
2 trips to Denver, CO
300/trLp
2 trips to Albuquerque, NM
300/trip
Travel Subtotal

2000
4750
3500
600
600
600
12,050

Direct Costs Subtotal

78,781

Indirect Costs,

21,271

27 percent of Direct Costs

Equipment
Permanent (Fractal shear box to interface
with existing equipment)
Expendable
Total Cost

40,000
5000
145,052

41

,
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The budget is for a fixed aount, $.qXXX9XXX With the allocation
oC the funds for the following 8 ub-budgets shown below. The
individual budgets, with estimated internal distributions are
shown within the proposal under the general or Task estimates.
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General Budget

$

160o'914

Task 1 - Quaternary Geology, Active Faulting

S

361 369

Task 2 - Geochecical

*

71,140

Task 3 - Volcanic Geology, Stratigraphy, Petrology,
Hydrothercal Alteration and HineralLzation

S' l23,6S3

Task 4 - Seismological

$

Task 5 - Neotectonic and Tectonic

S. 1.3S952

Task 6 - Remote Sensing

S- 95,847

Task 7 - Geotechnical and Rock Mass

S

TOTAL ESTIMATED BUDGET

455-;391

145,052

l,554,878
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